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1.

APPENDIX

SAMPLE DESIGN FOR STUDY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Major Goals of Survey from Point of View of Determining

Sample Design

The survey will examine the status of science education

in two-year colleges in a number of different ways. The sample

design will attempt to minimize the sampling errors applicable to

major analyses that are contemplated,subject to limitations

arising from two sources. The first source is obviously the bud-

get for the study which establishes the maximum number of sample

units that are possible. The second source arises from the fact

that there are multiple kinds of analyses planned, and there is

no sampling strategy that si7-71taneously minimizes the sampling

errors for all the analyses. Some compromises are thus necessary.

The conflicts in the goals and the compromises we propose to

follow are described below.

1.1 General Analytic Issues Affecting Sample Design

In examining the information needs leading to the study,

it is clear that three separate types of units of analysis exist

the school, the faculty, and students. The schools determine the

policies followed, either on their own or as arms of the States.

It is important obtain data on the faculty teaching science

courses; on thei7 training, how their education relates to the

specific courses they teach, etc. In regard to students, there

are important questions for which data are needed: to what degree

are "special" or nonmatriculated students influencing course

selection; does matriculation in recognized programs still mean

anything distinctive in two-year colleges; what motivates the

students to take the science yrses in which they arc enrolled.



The study will thus require three kinds of respondents

and consequently three populations to be sampled. A nested sample

design is a particularly efficient method for carrying out such

multiple .bjectives. In the present context, this involves first

selecting a sample of schools, selecting a sample of the science

faculty within the designated schools, and finally selecting

students from those taking courses taught by the teachers in the

sample. Part of the efficiency is due to economics resulting from

the simpler administrative needs from such a design - the sampling

is simplified, and less coll_!ge personnel have to be contacted.

A seccnd important advantage of a nested design is the ability to

correlate information from the various respondent categories.

For example, it will make it possible to cross classify character-

istics of students by the characteristics of schools, or faculty.

The sample sizes planned are 200 schools, 1,000 faculty

members, and 4,000 students. These sample sizes are dictated

partly by the budget for the study and partly by the analytic

needs. The classifications of schools for which separate data

are to be shown will contain only a few categories, in some cases

two groups, in others five or six groups. A modest size cample

is enough to produce such statistics with reasonable reliability.

More elaborate classifications are planned for faculty members,

and even more detailed ones for students. Consequently, the

larger samples are necessary for these respondent groups. Later

sections of this report will describe tne technique to be used

in selecting these samples.



1.2 Tabulations in Which School is Unit of Analysis and

Those with Student as Unit of Analysis

Both types of studies are planned. Some tabulations

will contain distributions of the number of schools having certain

characteristics relating to science education. In such tabulations,

schools are treated as equivalent units of analysis, and equal

probability selection is normally the best strategy. Other types

of tabulations will concentrate on students, for example, the

number of students taking particular courses in science, the

number who expect to go on to a four-year institution, etc. For

those kinds of statistics, the most effective strategy is usually

to select schools with probability proportionate to size (PPS),

and subsample students within the schools in such a w-.y as to

achieve equal probability of selection for students.

It is obvious that both kinds of sampling methods cannot

be applied in a single survey. A compromise sampling technique

that is usually applied when there are such conflicting goals

is to select with probability proportionate to the square root

of size. This is not an optimum strategy for either analyses

of schools or students but will produce reasonably small sampling

errors for both kinds of statistics, whereas using either PPS

or equal probability of selection will create quite large sampling

errors for the groups for which it is not optimum. We, therefore,

plan to use probability proportionate to the square root of size

for the selection of the sample schools.



1.3 School Classifications of Particular Interest

There will be a number of ways in which schools

will be classified for separate analyses. The two of prime

importance are:

(a) Public versus private schools; and

(b) Technical schools versus other schools.

Private schools constitute about 16 percent of all

schools. Technical schools account for an even smaller

proportion of schools - about ten percent. If the average size

of private and technical schools are about the same as all

schools, the total sample of 200 schools will contain about 32

private schools and 20 technical schools. However, these

schools tend to be below average in size and their representation

in the sample will thus be even smaller.

We plan to insure that there is a minimum of 20 to

25 sample schools fox each class to be analyzed separately. If

it appears that straight application of probability proportionate

to the square root of size will not produce a sufficient sample

for both of these groups, they will be established as a

separate stratum which will be sampled at a higher rate to

guarantee that at least 20-25 sample cases are selected.

1.4 Size Class Analysis

Another type of school classification that will be

of importance in the analysis is a breakdown by size. At

present, we contemplate the major analyses of schools by

enrollment size classes, to be for the following classes:



Under 1,500

1,500 - 7,499

7,500 and ove

As is the case for the type of school analysis, we

plan to select the sample in such a way as to insure a mimimum

of about 40 to 42 schools in each of the three size categories

to be used for analysis.

1.5 Other School Classifications

There are several other types of school

classificaons that are planned, geographic tabulations py region

of the ccuntr-: tabulations by population density such as schools

inside or out of SMSA's, and possibly others. Sample size

will not be a limiting factor for these breakdowns and as a

result, it not necessary to increase sampling rates for any

subcroups

pc-7 ble,

for tese

to enable such analyses to be made. To the extent

stratification will be used to improve statistics

additional classifications, but no other special

proce,-dures are planned.

1.6 Faculty and Student Classification

five groups:

It is imporant to analyze separately the following

1. Social Science;

2. Mathematics, statistics and computing;

3. Life sciences;

4. Physical sciences;

5. Engineering and technological.



To the extent possible, the sample of faculty and students should

be approximately equal for groups 1, 2 and 5 above, and with a

larger sample for the natural sciences. In the natural sciences,

about half the sample should be students in life sciences, and

about half physical sciences.

The requirement for approximately equal size samples

in the science categories will have to be combined with two other

sampling requirements, important for statistical efficiency and

administrative control. One requirement is that there should be

approximately equal-probability samples of both faculty and students

within each of the five science groups.
The second is that it is

desirable to have about equal workloads within each sample school.

It is unlikely that all of these requirements can be met exactly.

The sampling method we plan to apply in order to come as close

as possible to meeting these requirements is described in Section 3

of this report.

A-8



2. SAMPLING METHODS USED TO SELECT COLLEGES

2.1 Sampling Frame

The sampling frame will be the most current list of

schools in the records of the American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges (AACJC). A check of the various lists pos-

sible has convinced us that this is the most complete list avail-

able.

The AACJC list contains the following information that

can be used for stratification and assignment of measures of size:

State;

Number of students enrolled;

Private or public school; and

Technical school or other.

2.2 Stratification

Prior to sample selection, the AACJC file will be

stratified in several ways. One reason for the stratification

is to permit different sampling rates to be applied. A second

reason is to improve the efficiency of the sample. There will be

three stages o stratification:

(a) The first stage will be a four-way stratification
consisting of private schools versus public schools,
and within each of these, technical schools versus
other;



(b) The second stage will be an enrollment size class
breakdown within each of the four classes above.
The size classes are:

Under 500
500 to 1,499
1,500 to 2,499
2,500 to 4,999
5,000 to 7,499
7,500 to 14,999
15,000 and over

(c) The third stage will not constitute stratification
in the way it is usually carried but will provide
the basis for geographic stratification. It will
consist of sorting the file by State, within each
stratum identified as a result of (a) and (b).

The States will be arranged in geographic order.
As will be indicated later, a systematic sample
is planned, that is one in which every nth case
within a stratum is selected. Sorting the schools
in State order will then automatically provide very
detailed geographic stratification.

Counts will be prepared of the number of schools and

the number of enrollees in each of the 28 strata -resulting from

(a) and (b). These counts will provide the data necessary to

determine the sampling rates.

2.3 Allocation of Sample to 28 Strata

The determination of the sample size for each of the 28

strata will be done in several stages. The first stage is to

calculate preliminary sampling rates for each of the seven size

classes.

In Section 1.3, it was stated that school sampling

would be with probability proportionate to the square root of

size. This kind of sampling can be carried out in two ways.

/4
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One is to assign measures of size to each unit (in the present

study, the measure would be square root of enrollment) and use

standard methods of selection with probability proportionate to

measure of size. The second way is to stratify the frame by size;

treat all units within a stratum as if it had the average measure

of size in the stratum, determine probabilities of selection so

that they vary according to the square root of the average measure

of size of the strata, and select units with equal probability

within strata using -Lae calculated probabilities of selection. We

plan to use the second method. It does not provide exact probabili-

ties proportionate to the square root of size but is a close

approximation. It is an unbiased procedure, and its advantage.is

that it has more flexibility than a straight PPS selection method.

With this type of sampling procedure, the sampling rate

in each size stratum is:

where

200(Si/Ni)
r.

Z(SiNi) 1/2

200 is the total sample size;

Si is the number of students in the ith size stratum;and
th

N. is she number of schools in the i stratum.

The sample size in each stratum will be

n. r.N.

200(s1N.) 1/2

Z(S.N.)1/2



The second stage will be to examine the preliminary

sample sizes for each analysis group, that is for each of the

three size class listed in Section 1.4, for private and public

schools, and for technical and c:her schools. The total for

each of these groups will be examined, not the cross-classifications

of these groups.) If there are 20 or more samp-a schools in each

group, no change in the preliminary sampling rates will be

necessary. If t e sample sizes for some groups are below 20,

the sampling rates in those groups will be incrp,ased to provide

about 20 to 25 cases. The rates for other groups will be

reduced to retain the 200 sample sizes after the new rates have

been applied to make sure some other group has not been brought

down to below the 20 level, and if so, to readjust the sampling

rates again. Several iterations of this type may be

necessary. The final sampling rates and sizes will be the ones

established in the final iteration.

2.4 Sample Selection Methods

Once the sampling rates have been established, a

systematic sample of schools will be selected in each stratum.

For each stratum, a random number will be selected equal to less

than the sampling interval (i.e., the reciprocal of the sampling

rate). This random number will determine the first school selec-

ted. Every nth case following will then be selected, where n is

the sampling interval.

In practice, we plan to select about 10 percent more

schools in each stratum than required by the allocation described

in Section 2.3. The additional sample schools will be held in

reserve, and only used if some unusual nonresponse pattern develops.

In that case the sample may have to be supplemented in some strata.

The reserve sample will constitute a random selection within

strata and can thus be used for the supplementation.

A-12



3. SAMPLING METHODS FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS

As indicated earlier, we plan to select a sample of

about 1,000 teachers and 4,000 students. More specifically,

we will select a sample of 1,000 science classes at the 200

sample schools. The instructors for the sample classes will then

be the sample faculty. Within each class four students will be

randomly selected to crate the student sample.

3.1 Selection of Classes and Teachers

An Initial sample will be selected with the

following characteristics:

(a) The total sample size will be 1,000 classes,
consisting of about 200 classes in each of
the five fields of science

(b) Within each of the five fields, the sample will
be selected with equal probability.

These goals will be achieved by carrying out the

sampling procedure in the following way. Counts will be

prepared of the number of classes in each school, in each of

the five fields. Let C..
13

be the number of classes in the j th

school and ith field. Let the probability of selection

of thejthschoolbeP3_The sampling rate within the schools
will be denoted by rij. (Note that diffeent sampling rates will

be used for the various field, within each school.) The overall

probability of selection of any class is the product of the

probability of selecting the school and the probability of

selecting the class, when the school is selected. We want these

to be equal for each field. Thus, r..13 P. should be independent

of j and equal to ri. Thus,



r..P. = r. and
1J

r.1/P..

In order to obtain the value of r., we use the fact that the sample

size for the field should be n.. The sample size will be the re-

sult of applying the sampling rate r..13
to the number of classes,

Cif. Consequently,

Er .0 = n
j-D

r. EC../P.
J

17

Sampling at these rates will satisfy the three conditions

stated earlier. However, it will not control the sample size with-

in school. The average number of sample classes per school will

still be five, but there may be considerable variation from

school to school. There is no way of simultaneously equalizing

the total sample size per school and the overall sampling rates.

From the point of view of statistical reliability, it more

important to have self-weighting samples than to have equal work-

loads. Unfortunately, either very large or very small workloads

create problems in administering the program.



We plan to keep the variation in workloads within

limited bounds by identifying extreme situations and adjusting

the sampling rates and sizes to keep within these bounds for

most schools. A final decision on the width of the bounds has

not yet been reached, but it is likely to be a range of about

three to eight. In effect this would mean that in a school with

less than three sample cases, the sample would be increased to

three, and if there are more than eight, there would be sub-

sampling to bring the number down to eight.

These adjustments in sampling rates are likely to

result in some deviation from 1,000 in the total sample size.

Care will be taken to insure that the final sample size will

remain close to 1,000.

Trle sample classes will automatically identify the

simple teachers. In a few cases, the same teacher may be iden-

tified in two or more sample classes. There will be no sub-

stitutions in these situations. The actual number of teachers

in the sample may therefore be a little under 1,000.

It should be noted that the procedures described in

this section do not guarantee a minimum sample size for each

of the categories of schools listed earlier. We do not antici-

pate any serious problems of this type. The probabilities

assigned to the schools and the plans for supplementing small

workloads are likely to provide a sufficient sample for each

school category. However, before data collection begins, we will

prepare counts of sample classes, by school category. If neces-

sary, additional adjustments in the sample will be made.



3.2 Selection of Student Sample

Within each sample class, four students will be

randomly selected. In those cases there two classes identified

the same teacher, both classes will be retained for the student

sample. The student sample will therefre remain at the level

of about 4,000 even if the number of teachers falls somewhat

below 1,000.

The sample selection will be carried out in the

school. The students in each class will be listed in some

simple sequence, e.g. alphabetically, by assigned number, or

in some similar natural order. The school staff carrying out

the project will then refer to a table, supplied to them by

Westat, which will indicate which students are to be

included in the sample.
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APPENDIX B

SOURCE FOR SELECTION OF A SAMPLE OF

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Given the study design, a listing of two-year colleges

had to have the following characteristics:

a. Contain all public and private colleges offering

two-year degrees, excluding proprietary institutions, since tnese

were not surveyed.

b. Contain the following info=azion in clear form

for each college:

Name, address, and cnief e-:,!cutive officer;

Type of institution
technical;

Type of control

-- comprehensive or

public or private;

Locus of control -- state agency, multicampus
local system, university branch, single
unaffiliated campus; and

Student enrollment -- full- plus part-time
enrollment for credit.

c. Contain recently collected information, particularly

for student enrollment and preferably for the academic year 1978-79,

since the survey was to take place in Spring 1979.

d. Indicate subsidiary campuses for college systems,

listing each separately so that all campuses have an equal chance

for selection.



Zeveral sources were examined, including some commercial

listings used by book publishers. However, only two sources ap-

peared to be potentially useful in meeting the criteria listed

above. They are:

The Directory of Community, Junior, and Technical

Colleges, issued annually by the American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges (AACJC). Although AACJC is the professional

organization for two-year colleges, the directory is not a member-

ship list; it does, however, indicate membership in AACJC. The

listing is updated annually through a survey each September. The

new directory is published by February, so that information is

current for the academic year of publication. Multicampus systems

and state systems are listed. Private colleges are listed, but

only those that are nonprofit. This source initially was evaluated

using the 1978 edition, with data collected for the 1977-78 school

year.

The Education Directory, Colleges and Universities,

1977-78, issued by the National Center for Education Statistics

(NCES). This directory lists all degree-granting institutions at

all levels for which survey data were received. The listing avail-

able to Westat for the present study was compiled from data col-

lected in May 1977 as part of the REGIS package mailed out at that

time. State agencies supplied a large part of the data from state

records or from intrastate mailings and coordination of responses.

Since the compilation of this list was part of the annual REGIS

statistical survey, the desire was to minimize the burden to

individual institutions, although some direct correspondence with

colleges occurred when necessary. To be listed in this directory,

colleges must be accredited by appropriate agencies, have pre-

accreditation status, or have their credits accepted by at least

three accredited institutions to which their students may transfer.



Included among the two-year colleges in this directory

are proprietary colleges and those operated for profit. Although

data collection for this edition was completed in November 1977,

the information was current for the academic year beginning Septem-

ber 1976.

While many of the same two-year colleges appear in both

of these directories, the overlap is far from complete. One major

difference is the inclusion by NCES of colleges operated for profit;

another is the lower probability of NCES contacting private colleges

through its data gathering procedures. AACJC is more likely to be

in touch with private colleges, since many of them are AACJC members,

and is more likely to reach them with survey forms. Examination of

listings for several states shows the NCES directory to be deficient

in listings for private colleges that are nonprofit. NCES'

directory also contains fewer public colleges than does AACJC's,

possibly because the NCES survey forms are not mailed directly

to colleges. Some discrepancies in classification of colleges also

may be attributable to use of the secondary source (state agencies)

by NCES. Finally, the NCES directory is less complete in its

listing of branch campuses of multicampus colleges. Comparing

listings of the two-year colleges in the two directories, we derived

the following totals:

AACJC NCES
(1977) (1976)

Publicly controlled 1,037 925

Independent (privately controlled) 198 249*

TOTAL 1,235 1,174*

*Includes undetermined number of independent colleges
operated for profit and not desired for Westat's study.



While the discrepancies among the numbers of private

colleges may be explained easily, discrepancies in numbers of

public colleges are more problematic. The year's difference in

data collection hardly explains a 12 percent differential, al-

though AACJC does note a 2 percent increase from 1976 to 1977 in

the number of public colleges, as well as some changes in names

and control and some college closings. One state in which NCES

shows more public colleges than AACJC is Pennsylvania (38 compared

to 17). This difference arose from the listing of the two-year

branch campuses of Pennsylvania State University (18) and the

University of Pittsburgh (3). Because NCES went directly to the

Pennsylvania state agency, which controls these two university

systems, an apparently complete listing was received, whereas AACJC

received no replies directly from the branch campuses. Scattered

through the directory are a few other colleges reported on_3_y in

the NCES listing.

Despite NCES' reliance on s-cate agencies, in seveccl

other states complete listings of large groups of state-controlled

two-year colleges were not obtained. AACJC shows more campuses

than NCES in these states: Alabama, 32 to 20; Kentucky, 15 to 1;

Wisconsin, 51 to 17. In many other states there are smaller dis-

crepancies in favor of AACJC.

Each directory shows enrollment information current for

the year of data collection, as well as the state and locus of

control of each college. Neither directory distinguishes techni-

cal institutes from comprehensive colleges, but this information

was also obtainable.

Both organizatis had data tapes that could be made

available to Westat. NCES information was current only for the

year 1976-77, while the AACJC tape contained the listings for its

1978-79 survey, the same year inwhich Westat's survey was to be



conducted. An agreement was reached with AACJC for release of

the portion of their tape that contained only the elements

essential for this study; those portions that AACJC wished to

maintain as confidential thus were protected.

The AACJC directory was more suitable for this survey

and is the source from which the sample of colleges was drawn.
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APPENDIX C

CORRECTION PROCEDURES FOR RECLASSIFYING COLLEGES

The Directory of Community, Junior, and Technical Col-

leges, 1979 edition, published by the American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), was used to draw the ini-

tial sample of 240 colleges for this study. The directory contains

information on 1,245 colleges, as well as the separate campuses

of multicampus institutions, including student enrollment (the

sum of full- and part-time students), source of control (sri-

vate or public), type of program (comprehensive or technical

institute), and geographic location. All of these elements were

used in selection of the sample for this study.

The directory was not yet in print when information was

needed to select the sample, but all forms used by AACJC for the

collection of data from colleges during the fall of 1978 had

been received by that organization, and data processing had been

finished. AACJC graciously permitted Westat to use the tape con-

taining 1979 directory information, in an edited form to protect

what AACJC considered to be confidential information.

The procedure followed by this study was to select an

initial sample of 240 colleges with the help of the directory and

then to request each of these colleges to participate, with the

expectation that 200 would accept. The colleges also were asked

for copies of their catalogues, class schedules for the spring

semester or quarter, and designation of a local co,rdinator to

direct the data collection on each campus. Peturns from the 185

colleges agreeing to participate revealed some discrepancies in

information contained in the directory. The catalogues for a

number of colleges showed more than one campus not listed in the



directory. The program offerings of several colleges more closely

resembled those of technical institu,es than of comprehensive

colleges, as their directory listings indicated. It also was

discovered that some colleges calling themselves technical insti-

tutes really offered comprehensive programs, although their program

emphasis was heavily technical. These discrepancies were probably

attributable to inaccurate reports sent to the directory by the

colleges themselves during the Fall 1978 survey by AACJC.

Some of the responding colleges showed more than one

campus of which we were previously unaware. In these cases, the

college se2 .cted which of its several campuses would respond to

the survey, in keeping with Westat's original request that re-

sponse be confined to the individual campus level. This situation,

however, led to discrepancies in some cases between enrollment

figures in the directory for the entire college and actual enroll-

ment at the individual campus participating in the study. For-

tunately, changes in classification of college size were not re-

quired in most of these cases, since the designated campus was

usually the largest, and the categories used in the study to de-

scribe college size were broad enough to accommodate the change.

One other discrepancy came to light. Included in the

institutional questionnaire was a question on numbers of students

enrolled, inserted mainly to identify the multicampus colleges

described above. A large number of responses to this question

yielded figures different from those listed in the directory,

enough so to necessitate reclassifying a few institutions by four

size categories and many others by one or two categories. Tele-

phone calls were made to the registrars of these campuses. In

some cases the questionnaire responses were erroneous, apparently

having been inaccurate estimates by local 3oordinators rath::r than

official enrollment figures. In most cases, howe7er, the regis-

trars affirmed the questionnaire responses.



As a result of these reviews, the colleges in the re-

sponding sample of 1168 camprses were reclassified. The corrected

sample showed the following changes from the information originally

obtained from the directory:

Type of change
Number of
colleges

Add campus designation 13

From comprehensive college to
technical institute

From technical institute to
comprehensive college

Charge in student enrollment
category

Change from private to public

9

2

26

1
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INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

List of Figures

Figure Page

IQ -7 * Percent distribution of administrators'
preferences for faculty improvement: average
percents for each type of college compared
with all colleges combined, by improvement
option and aspect of teaching D-7
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indicating highest priority student needs,
by type cif need and type of college D-19
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Table
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field D-57
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
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re IQ-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:
average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,
by improvement option and aspect of teaching

Knowledge of content

Options
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Legend:
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Figure 1Q-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Knowledge of content

Options
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Figure 1Q-7 . Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for Liculty

average percents for each type Ct college compdred with

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)
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Figure IQ-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Teaching methods
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Legend:
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Figure IQ-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents fog each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Teaching methods

Options
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legend:

Total, all colleges combined

o- o Type of college



Figure IQ-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type Jf cClege compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Teaching methods

Options
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Figure IQ-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Practical work experience
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Figure IQ -7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compaied with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Practical work experience
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Figure 1Q-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

...111=.1.1.11111.....
Options

Practical work experience
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Figure IQ -7. ?ercent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty irnprovenent:

aierage percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)
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Figure IQ -7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Attitudes toward teaching
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Figure 1Q-7. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty improvement:

average percents for each type of college compared with all colleges combined,

by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)

Options
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Figure IQ-13(l). Percent distribution of administrators indicating highest
priority student needs, by type of need and type of college

Student needs
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Figure 1Q-13(1). Percent distribution of administrators indicating hihest
priority student needs, by type of need and type of college

(continued)

Student needs
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Figure 1Q-13(1). Percent distribution of administrators indicating highest

priority student needs, by type of need and type of college
(continued)

Student needs
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Figure 1Q-13(1). Percent distribution of administrators indicating highest
priority student needs, by type of need and type of college

(continued)

Student needs
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?figure IQ-13(1). Percent distribution of administrators indicatin(j hi,jhest
priority student needs, by type of need and type of. collegE
(continued)
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Figure IQ-1?;:), Fercon! :istribution of administrators indicating first, second, and third prlurity

student needs, by type of college and type of need
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Figure 1Q-131.. . Percent distribution o: LIdillini!:trators indlcdtin third

student needs, by type ot and type of need (c:ontinued)
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Figure IQ-13(2. Percent disribilion of administrators indicating fir,,t, second, and third priorLy

student needs, by type of college and type of need (cLntinued
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Figure IQ- 13(2). Percent distribution of administrators indicating first, second, and third priority

student needs, by type of college and type of need (continued)
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Figure IQ-13(2). Percent distribution cf administrators indicating first, second, and third priority

student needs, by type of college and type of need (continued)
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Figure FQ-24(1). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and type of college
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igure FQ-24(l). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority

student needs, by type of need and type of college (continued)
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Figure F.:2-24(1). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority

student needs, by type of need and type of college (continued
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Figure FQ-24(1). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority

student needs, by type of need and type of college (continued

Student needs
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Figure FQ-24(1). Percent distribution o faculty j:Idicating highest priority

student needs, by type of need and type of ccilege (cont: ued)
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ure FQ-24(2). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educatjonaL field
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technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

Ckwy

.475.WZ'

MgriSt§te,;vittiTtp,

tirw

1774771

151111111111

(51)

(36)

(34)

;4n)

(22)

(43)

(41)

54)

(40)

(0)

(22)

(9)

(32)

(37)

(17)

(30)

(5)

;17)
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ligure FQ-24(2) . Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educa:ional field (continued

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50A 60%

I

70%
PF-Tent

Basic skills

Educational field
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(3)
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(5)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(3)

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

Manipulative skills for

1

laboratory work

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

E ,ineering and

technology

Mathemati^s

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL
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Figure FQ-24(2). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educational field (continu

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 63% 70%

Percent

Basic skills

Educational field

Counseling on need for

basic skills

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

Other needs

Opportunities for

practical experience

Introductory biology

Health sciences
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Physical sciences
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technology
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Computer sciences
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TOTAL
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Figure FQ-24(2). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educational field (continued)

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Percent

Other needs
Ed,:cational field
Counseling for careers

Introductory biology 1 (22)
1

Health sciences (21 )
1 1

Other life sciences (14)
1 1

Physical sciences (16)1

Engineering and
technology (7)1

Mathematics (18)1

Computer sciences (9)

Social sciences (21)

TOTAL (17)

Courses offered more
frequently than once
a year

Introductory biology (22)1

ith sciences (12)1 1

Other life sciences (3)

Physical sciences f 1 (11)

Engineering and
technolog, lit (4)

Mathematics 1 1
(15)

Computer sciences (8)1

Social sciences (3)

TOTAL INIIIIII (8)



Figure FQ-2,;2). Percent distribution of faculty idicating bi(jnest priority

student needs, by type of need and educational field (continued

Student needs
0% 1f" , 20% 30% 40% 5C% 7e%

Percent

1 1 1
1

1

1

Other needs

Educational field

Restructuring of courses

and/or laboratort

cractices

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Sc sciences

TOTAL

Supplementary learning

materials

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Ot)er life sciences

Physinal sciences
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MEM011110.1111111111111111

7777777-1

I

f77.771

MIN

Enginee

t2ch,.
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MatheN..tir
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Figure FQ-24(2). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educational field (continl.

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Percent

Other needs

Educational field

Advanced courses

Intruductory biology

Health science:-

Other life sciences

Pnysical sci nces

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

(7)

Access to library/learninr

resources

Introductory biology I (0)

Health sciences (6)

Other li:e sciences (4)

Physical sciences
, I (5)

Engineering and

technology 0 (2)

Mathematics (0)

Computer sciences (0)

Social sciences (6)

TN AL (4)

1

84



igure FQ-242). Percent distrioution of faculty high.:2st

,r_iJent nee.ds, by type of need and edu..]:ational d e.ontinued)

IMIMMII=MI

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% )% 70%

Percent

her needs

ducational field

Access to laboratories

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other 1:fe acienceu

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

0

6

U

kcess to faculty

Introductory biology

Health sciences I;

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology 141

Mathematics 17.71

Computer science° 77.771
Social sciences 1771

TOTAL

(0)

(5)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(c°

(1)

(3)

(0)

(4)

3)

(3)
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Figurr, FQ-24(2). Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority
student needs, by type of need and educational field contin-

Student needs
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 50% 70%

Percent

Other needs

Educational field

Honors courses

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

TOTAL

S 0



Figure FQ-24(3). Per:ent distribution of faculty iLdicatinq first, second, and third priort,:

necds, by type of collece and type of need

Technical institutes

Student needs
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Percent

Basic skills

language skills

Math skiff ,

Study skills

Manipulative skills for
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Counseling on need for basic skills
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Figure, FQ-.4). dis'_ribution of faculty indic,Ati'H first, seco,,u.d, third pri()rity

needs, by t..po of collge. and type of nod (continued)

Priv,he colleges
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Ficure F0-243). Percent Lstribution of faculty nr1io,lt inl, fir;t, sec nd, ird t Hprit

no by type of colle unJ & need (cmtinued)

student neeo.
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Figure FQ-24(3). Percent distribution of faculty indicating first, second, and third priorit, student

needs, by type of college and type of need (continued)

Large comprehensive

Student needs
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Figure PQ-24(4). Percent discribution of faculty indicating first, second, and third priority student

needs, by educational field and type of need (continued)
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Figure FQ-24(4). Percent distribution of faculty indicating first, second, and third priority student

needs, by educational field and type cf need (continued)
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Fiiure FQ-24(4). Percent distribution of faculty indicating first, se,:ond, and third priority student

needs, by educational field and type of need (continued)

inglneerng and technology
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Figure FQ-24(4). Percent distribution of faculty indicating first, second, and third priority student

needs, by educational field and type of need (continua)
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Figure FQ-24(4). Percent distribution of faculty iInLicati ng ,ift, dnd third 1,11411y
needs, by educational field and typo of nerd (continuo(!)
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Figure FQ-24(4). Percent distribution of faculty indicating first, second, and third priority student

needs, by educational field and type of need (continued)
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Table FQ-25(1). Percent distribution of full-time faculty reporting positive measure:

to encourage enrollment of women, by type of measure, type of colleg'

and educational field

Type of college and

educational field

Recruit-

ment

directed

toward

group

Women

Special

courses

Faculty

sensitive

to group

needs

Institu-

tional

policies

and pro-

cedures

Auxiliary

personnel

trained

to Assist

Type of college

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Total

Educational field

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

59 31 68

60 11 57

45 24 63

55 42 62

63 56 69

60 42 65

65 56 51

61 40 72

44 37 60

62 36 69

65 40 37

47 37 55

62 14 67

66 54 68

58 42 65

64

62

34

39

55

50

55

42

48

52

55

38

53

58

50

24

6

21

31

47

33

18

39

33

33

38

28

28

36

33



fable FQ-25(2). Percent distribution of full-time faculty reporting positive measures

to encourage enrollment of racial/ethnic minorities, by type of measur

type of college, and educational field

Type of college and

educational field

Minorities

Recruit-

ment

directed

toward

group

Special

courses

Faculty

sensitive

to group

needs

Institu-

tional

policies

and pro-

cedures

Auxiliary

personnel

trained

to assist

[type 'f college

Technical institutes 71 39 76 69 53

Private colleges 70 22 80 75 15

Small comprehensive 51 28 58 42 21

Medium comprehensive 57 30 58 44 36

Large comprehensive
64 54 71 58 52

Total
62 39 67 55 42

Diucational field

Introductory biology 65 40 80 56 22

Health sciences 65 38 68 43 56

Other life sciences 53 32 60 54 42

Physical sciences 64 37 75 61 42

Engineering and technology 67 34 68 58 33

Mathematics 51 35 60 42 33

Computer sciences 71 28 72 77 46

Social sciences 69 54 68 64 40

Total 62 39 67 55 42

1.1J
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Table FQ-25(3) . percent distribution of full-time faculty reporting positive measures

to encourage enrollment of handicapped students, by type of measure,

type of college, and educational field

Type of college and

educational field

Handicapped

$

Recruit-

ment

directed

toward

group

Special

courses

Faculty

sensitive

to group

needs

Institu-

tional

policies

and pro-

cedures

Auxiliary

personnel

trained

to assist

Type of college

Technical institutes 47 26 53 64 43

Private colleges 33 0 54 39 11

Small comprehensive 32 14 57 34 16

Medium comprehensive 41 23 57 45 30

Large comprehensive 58 38 74 67 59

Total 46 27 62 54 40

Educational field

Introductory biology 51 23 65 55 32

Health sciences 41 35 60 52 46

Other life sciences 45 21 58 52 43

Physical sciences 40 21 65 52 39

Engineering and technology 52 32 62 52 38

Mathematics 29 17 62 46 28

Computer sciences 44 28 75 69 52

Social sciences 61 31 66 64 41

Total 46 27 62 54 40
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average
tional

Designing course outline, goals

ratings, by area cf responsibility, educa-
field, and type of college

Educational field
None

1 2

Partial

3 4

Complete

5

TOTAL (4.5)

Introductory biology (4.6)

Health sciences (4.6)

Other life sciences (4.6)

Physical sciences (4.6)

Engineering and technology (4.4)

Mathematics (4.4)

Computer sciences (4.6)

Social sciences (4.6)

None Partial Complete
Type of college

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL (4.5)

Technical institutes (4.2)

Private colleges 1, (4.6)
1

Small comprehensive (4.6)

Medium comprehensive (4.6)
1

Large comprehensive 4 (4.6)
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Selecting text, or selecting to have no text
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Social sciences

None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

1%
(4.6)

(4.8)

(4.7)

4 (4.7)

(4.5)

(4.4)

4 (4.3)

(4.5)

(4.7)

Type of college
None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

I

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

4
It

(4.6)

(4.5)

(4.7)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.6)
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Designing or choosing laboratory exercises

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

None

1

None

1

Partial

2 3

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

A (4.6)

4

4 (4.8)

?

1

4 (4.7)

1

4 (4.6)

(4.8)

(4.8)

(4.6)

(4.5)

(4.7)

Complete

4 5

(4.6)

(4.6)

)P
(4.9)

Of (4.6)

j ,1

(4,7)

(4.6)



Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Choosing own teaching methods

Educational field
None

1

Partial

2 3 4

TOTAL.

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college
None

1

Partial

2 3 4

Complete

5

(4.8)

(4.7)

(4.7)

(4.7)

(4.4)

(4.7)

Complete

5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

large comprehensive

(4.7)

1

(4.7)

(4.6)

(4.6)

(4.8)

(4.7)

1. 7
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Selecting science equipment for demonstrations and lab

Educational field
None Partial Complete

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

a

rt

(4.3)

(4.5)

(4.2)

(4.5)

(4.4)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.1)

(4.2)

Type of college
None Partial Complete

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

ti

'1

4

/

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.3)

(4.6)

(4.3)

(4.2)

1 s
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Figure FQ-27. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning individual courses:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Developing budgets

Educational field
None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering aAd technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(2.5)

(2.7)

(2.2)

(2.7)

(2.5)

(2.8)

(2.5)

(2.4)

(2.4)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

(2.5)

(2.4)

(2.9)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.3)

D--6119



Figure FQ-29. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning curricular programs:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college

Determining need for program

Educational field
None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(5.3)

(3.0)

(3.0)

(5.4)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.3)

(3.7)

(3.3)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

large comprehensive

None

1

Partial

2
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Complete

4 5

(3.3)

(3.2)

(3.6)

(3.4)

(3.3)

(3.3)



Figure FQ-29. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning curricular programs:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Preparing cost estimates

Educational field
None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.2)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(3.1)

(2.5)

(3.2)

(2.5)

Type of coliege

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

',mall comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

(2.6)

(2.7)

(3.0)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.6)



Figure FQ-29. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning curricular programs:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Outlining goals, defining student skills and educational outcomes

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

None

1

Partial

2 3

45,

(3.7)

(3.2)

(3.7)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.7)

Complete

4 5

4

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.8)



Figure FQ-29. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their
responsibility for planning curricular programs:
average ratings, by area of responsibility, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

Outlining program structure

Educational field
None

1

Partial

2 3

Complete

4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Enginearing and technology

Matheriatics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Tyre of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

None

1

p
,

Partial

2 3

123
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Complete

4 5

4

(3.7)

(3.4)

(3.6)

(3.9)

(3.7)

(3.9)

(3.5)

(4.0)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.7)

(3.7)

(4.0)

(3.6)

(3.7)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college

1. Course structure

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

(3.9)

(3.2)

(3.8)

(4.0)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.9)

(4.1)

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(3.9)

(3.7)

(3.9)

(3.7)

(4.1)

(3.9)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

2. Classroom/lecture facilities

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate

5 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences
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11)

(3.6)

(3.9)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.9)

e of coll-e 1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

4-4, ,fe,;..'"":...:.;
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(3.6)

(3.2)

(3.6)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.7)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
"zional field, and type of college (continued)

3. Class preparation aress

Educational field

TOTAL

tntroductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

e of coil

Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.0)

(3.4)

(3.2)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(3.0)

(3.5)

TOTAL

Technical inst5tutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

6
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(3.4)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.8)

(3.5)

(3.2)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

4. Lecture-demonstration facilities

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.4)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.6)

Type of colle e 1 2 4 5

TOTAL (3.5)

Technical institutes (3.1)

Private colleges (3.3)
N

Small comprehensive
%V

t

r

(3.6)

Medium comprehensive (3.5)

Large comprehensive la

i

(3.6)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

5. Laboratory

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(3.3)

(3.5)

(3.0)

(3.5)

(3.4)

(3.3)

(2.9)

(2.9)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(2.9)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.5)



Figure FQ -3. assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
ge ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college (continued)

6. Laboratory apparatus and equipment

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate Excellent

3 4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health eciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(3.1)

(2.9)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(3.2)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(3.1)

(2.9)

(2.8)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(3.3)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college (continued)

7. Budget for laboratory equipment and supplies

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(2.7)

(3.0)

(2.9)

(2.8)

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.5)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

2 3 4

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.7)

(2.7)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

8. Laboratory usage

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

:,

.4

.

,..
-,.
.

,s> -

ss

,

4
.

.

.

V
r

I

I!

1

...).

(3.6)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.7)

(3.6)

(5.6)

(3.5)

(3.8)

(3.0)

T e of coll 3

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

,. .

, -

5-:,fie.

,

,..

,
,

"'

.,
,

?
, r

I
,0

%

IP

1

1i

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.6)
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:

average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college (continued)

9. Instructional technicians

(laboratory aides) - quantity

Educational field
Totally

Adequate Excellent

inadequate

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(2.5)

(2.8)

(2.b)

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.3)

(2.5)

(2.8)

(2.6)

Type of college 1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(2.5)

(2.3)

(2.3)

(2.3)

(2.5)

(2.7)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional choracteristic:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of collecle (continued)

10. Instructional technicians

(laboratory aides) - quality

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

5 4

Excellent

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences 4

(2.9)

(2.7)

(2.9)

(2.9)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(5.1)

TYDe of college 2 3 4

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

t

1/
i
I

$

.1

{

X

\

I I

(3.0)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.9)

(5.0)
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 intitut:on,i1 charactc!rii,;tic:

average ratings, by institutional chAracteritAic, oducd

tional field, and type of col ?,.c' (continued)

11. Availability of teaching aide

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adenuot e

3 4

Excellent

5

(5.S)

(3.6)

(3.6'

(3.7)

(3.5)

(3.2)

(3.2)

(2.9)

(3.5)

Type of college

!OTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

3 4 5

4

(3.5)

(3-4)

(3.2)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.5)

131
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

12. Size of classes

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

135

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.7)

(3.4)

(3.7)

(3.1)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.7)

(3.5)

(3.5)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

13. Prior preparation of students

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Sot.:All sciences

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(2.6)

(2.3)

(2.9)

(2.5)

(2.3)

(2.7)

(2.5)

(2.7)

(2.6)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

2 3 4 5

136
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(2.6)

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.6)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

14. Clerical support

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

1 2 4 5

D -83
137137

(3.1)

(3.6)

(2.9)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(3.0)

(3.3)

:2.5)

(3.3)

(3.1)

(2.8)

(3.0)

(3.3)

(3.2)

(3.2)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college (continued)

15. Library

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.6)

(3.6)

(3.3)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.2)

(3.7)

(3.6)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.6)
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

16. Availability of professional journals

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.6)

(3.2)

(2.9)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(2.9)

(3.3)

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.0)

(3.1)

(3.4)

(3.2)
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional field, and type of college (continued)

17. Opportunities for professional growth

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(3.0)

(3.1)

(3.1)

(2.7)

(2.7)

(3.0)

(3.0)

(2.8)

(3.1)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

1 2 4

1 4 U

(3.0)

(2.8)

(3.1)

(2.7)

(2.9)

(3.1)



Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-
tional field, and type of college (continued)

18. Teaching environment

Educational field
Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate Excellent

3 4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

2 4 5

(3.7)

(3.9)

(3.6)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.6)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.4)

(4.0)

(3.9)

(3.6)

(3.7)
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Figure FQ-33. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by institutional characteristic, educa-

tional, field, and type of college (continued)

19. Articulation with transfer institutions' policies on transfer of credits

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Adequate

3 4

Excellent

5

(3.4)

(3.1)

(2.9)

(3.4)

(3.3)

(3.3)

(3.7)

(3.3)

(3.7)

1,12

(3.4)

(3.0)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(3.5)



Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by
characteristic, educational field, and type of
college

Curriculum structure

Totally Partially

Educational field dissatisfied satisfied

1 2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

TOTAL (3.9)

Introductory biology (4.2)

Health sciences (4.0)

Other life sciences 4%
(3.8)

Physical sciences (3.9)

Engineering and technology (3.9)

Mathematics (3.8)

Computer sciences (3.9)

Social sciences (3.8)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(3.9)

(4.0)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.8)
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of

their science programs: average ratings, by

characteristic, educational field, and type of

college (continued)

Curriculum advising

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(3.6)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.7)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.3)

(3.5)

(3.5)

Type of college

Totally

dissatisfied

1 2

Partially

satisfied

3 4

Totally

satisfied

5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(3.6)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.7)

(3.7)

(3.5)



Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by
characteristic, educational field, and type of
college (continued)

Classrooms

Educational field

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(4.1)

(4.6)

(4.0.)

(4.4)

(4.3)

(3.9)

(4.

(4.2)

(4.1)

Type of college

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(4.1)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(4.3)

(4.1)
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by
characteristic,(educational field, and type of

college (continued)

Lecture halls

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

dissatisfied

1 2

Totally

satisfied

4 5

Partially

satisfied

3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(4.1)

(4.5)

(3.7)

(4.4)

(4.2)

(3.9)

(4.1)

(3.8)

(4.0)

0
(4.1)

.

0(
(3.8)

4 (3.7)

k (3.7)

ti (4.3)

(4.1)



Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by
characteristic, educational field, and type of
college (continued)

Laboratory space

Educational field

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

/1111

(4.4)

(3.7)

(4.1)

(4.0)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.3)

(3.8)

Type of college

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

(5.9)

(3.7)

(3.3)

X (3.6)

11,1

(4.0)

(4.0)



Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assesment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings,
characteristic, educational field, and type of

college (continued)

Laboratory equipment

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(3.8)

(3.5)

(3.9)

(4.1)

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.2)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(3.8)

(3.6)

(3.4)

(3.6)

(3.9)

(3.6)
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science proctrams: average ratings, by
characteristic, educational field, and type of
college (continued)

SchedL,ing of science courses

Educational field

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL $ (3.8)

Introductory biology )1. (4.3)

Health sciences (3.9)

Other life sciences (4.0)

Physical sciences (3.9)

Engineering and technology (3.8)

Mathematics (3.6)

Computer sciences (3.7)

.-
Social sciences (3.7)

Totally

Type of college dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

TOTAL (3.8)

Technical institutes (3.8)

Private colleges (3.7)

Small comprefensive (4.1)

Medium comprehensive (3.9)

Large comprehensive (3.8)
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of

their science programs: average ratings, by

characteristic, educational field, an type of

college (continued)

Size of science classes

Educational field

Totally Partially

dissatisfied satisfied

Totally

.atisfied

1 2 4 5

TOTAL e
(4.2)

Introductory biology 0
(4.5)

Health sciences
(4.2)

Other life sciences
(4.2)

Physical sciences
(4.4)

Engineering and technology
(4.2)

Mathematics

Computer sciences
(4.3)

Social sciences
(4.1)

Type of college

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

S
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by
characteristic, educational field, and type of
college (continued)

Library

Educational field

Totally Partially Totally

dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

(3.9)

(3.9)

(4.0)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(4.0)

(3.8)

(3.5)

(3.9)

Totally Partially

Type of college dissatisfied satisfied

1 2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

TOTAL (3.9)

Technical institutes (3.8)

Private colleges 11( (3.5)

Small comprehensive (4.0)

Medium comprehensive (4.0)

Large comprehensive (4.0)
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Figure SQ-27. Science majors' assessment of characteristics of
their science programs: average ratings, by

characteristic, educational field, and type of
college (continued)

Audiovisual materials

Educational field

TOTAL

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5

(3.8)

(3.7)

(4.0)

(4.0)

(3.8)

(3.7)

(3.6)

(3.3)

(3.8)

Type of college

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Totally

dissatisfied

1

Partially

satisfied

2 3

Totally

satisfied

4 5



0

Figure SQ-(A). Percent distribution of students taking science courses and students majoring in

science, by racial/ethnic group and sex

Racial/ethnic group
20% 101% 6?% 8?% 10 0% Percent

female

American Indian/Alaskan Native

...1.0
Taking science courses

(37)J
Science majors

(16)
kvIgla04

Asian/Pacific Islander

Taking science courses
(34)

Science majors
(30)

Black (Non - Hispanic)

Taking science courses
(65)

Science majors
(63)

White (Non-Hispanic)

Taking science courses
(53)Ma-

Science majors
(54)

Hispanic

Taking science courses
(50)

Science majors
(44)1

TOTAL

Taking science courses
(53)

Science majors
(55)

1

1

153

Female

Male
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INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

National Science Education
Survey

April 19 79

If this campus is a part of a university, state,
or multi-campus system, enter the name of the
system below.



INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION 1 CALLS FOR AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT

OF THE COLLEGE'S NEEDS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION. SUBSEQUENT

QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION (Q.2 -Q.5) REQUEST MORE

DETAILED INFORMATION.

1. Attachment 1 contains a list of codes and corresponding educational fields or
disciplines in science and technology. Indicate which of these fields (for
programs that are currently operating) critically need improvement. (FOR EACH
FIELD THAT NEEDS IMPROVEMENT CIRCLE NUMBERS FOR ALL TYPES OF IMPROVEMENT NEEDED.
THEN RANK ORDER THE THREE EDUCATIONAL FIELDS THAT HAVE TOP PRIORITY BEGINNING
WITH I AS THE HIGHEST.)

Educational
field
(Code)

L I

Priority

Type(s) of

Facilities Equipment

)

)

1

1

2

2

) 1 2

) 1 2

( ) 1 2

) 1 2

) 1 2

) 1 2

) 1 2

) 1 2

improvement needed

Restruct-
turing

of course
content

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Instruc-
tional
Aaetho-

dologies

Faculty
develop-

ment

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

(CIRCLE HERE IF NO IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED)



INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

2. Facilities Improvements

For those educational fields listed in Question 1 that need equipment and/or
facilities improvement, indicate below the kinds of improvements needed.

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY):

Educa-
tional
field

Lecture-demonstration Laboratories

Construc-
tion or
reno-

vation

General purpose
Specialized
hardware

for Construc-
science/ tion or

technology reno-
vation

Specialized
Self-

instructional
media-assisted

Major
equip-
ment

Construc-
tion or
reno-

vation

Major
Construc-
tion or

equip- reno-
ment vation

Major
equip -
men t

.

.1.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(CIRCLE HERE IF NO FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT IS NEEDED) 1



INSTITUTIONAL QU';TIONNAIRE

3. What percent of the facilities available for science and technology arc
in need of improvement?

(CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 25 percent
25 to 49 percent
50 to 75 percent 3

Over 75 percent 4

4. If this college campus needs major construction or hardware (e.g., computer
installation) not already included in Questions 1 through 3, please list them
below. (IF NONE ENTER "NONE' BELOW):

5. How adequate are the instructional media available
tion science instruction? (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE

Totally
inadequate

to this campus
NUMBER FOR EACH

in facilita-
ITEM)

Completely
adequate

Book collection 1 3 4 5

Discipline-oriented journals . . 1 3 4 5

General interest periodicals . 1 3 4 5

Reference volumes 1 2 3 4

Audio-visual media:

Faci:ities 3 4 5

Sofware 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Effie :_ring media
materia.- A. __-nted 1 2 3 4 5

QUESTIONS E. THROUGH 11 ARE CONCERNED W;TH THE PROFESSIONAL NEEDS

OF SCIENCE FACULTY IN ORDER TO KEEP CURRENT IN THEIR FIELDS.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

6. What percent of the science faculty have a critical need for improvement in
each of the following aspects of teaching? (CIRCLE LINZ NUMBER FOR EACH
ASPECT.)

Aspects of teaching

Percent

Less 120 to :40 to k0 to 1 More
than 20 39 59 79 :than 80

1

Knowledge of content in teaching field. . 1 2 3 4 5

Teaching methods (including instruction-
al media) 1 2 3 4 5

Practical work experience related to
field of teaching I 2 3 4

Attitudes toward teaching 1 2 3 4 5

Other (SPECIFY) I 2 3 4 5



INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

7. Which of the following options would be most effective in meeting the need for

faculty improvement in science instruction for each of the teaching aspects
shown below? (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER(s) POR EACH COLUMN)

Faculty improvement options

In-service program, part-time
during school year

Full -time.' academic year

Short-duration academic year
program (e.g., weekends, holidays).

Full-time summer program

Short-duration summer program

Self-study materials

Attendance at professional
meetings

Accessibility of professional
literature

Other (SPECIFY)

Aspects of teaching

Knowledge Practical
of Teaching work

content methods experience

01

02

Attitudes
toward

terwthtng

01 01

02 02

03 03 03

04 04 04

05 05 OS

06 06 Ob

07 07 07

08 08 08

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09 09 09 09

1

8. During the last five years, ..hat percent of the science faculty has taken

advantage of opportunities to self improvement such as those listed is

Question 7?
(CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 20 1

20 - 39 2

40 - 59 3

60 - 80 4

Over 80 5

9. What percent of the faculty members (i.e., head count) teaching in scientific

fields at this college campus are part-time? (PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHMENT 1

smirlasTING OF FIELDS TO BE INCLUDED.)
(CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 20 1

20 - 39 2

40 - 59 3

60 - 80 4

Over 80 5

NONE (SKIP TO Q.13) 6

10. What percent of the course sections in scientific fields is teurelt by part-

time instructors?
(CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 10 1

10 - 19 2

20 - 29 3

30 - 39 4

40 - 50 5

Over 50 percent 6

11. How does this college define a part-time faculty member?

12. Please check the single most important reason for using part-time faculty for

teaching in the science fields at this college.
(CIRCLE ONE)

Excess of course sections, but insufficient to justify

another full-time instructor

Full-time instructor not available
2

Course requiring specialized background not available among

full-time faculty
3

Necessary to save on costs of instruction
4

Other (SPECIFY)
5



INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

1

QUESTIONS 13 THROUGH 15 REFER TO STUDENTS NEEDS

IN SCIENCE EDUCATON ON THIS CAMPUS

13. The following have frequently been identified as needs of students in two-year
colleges. Identify thou'e student needs that are of particular concern on this
campus. (RANX ORDER THE CIRCLED ITEMS ACCORDING TO THEIR PRIORITY, BEGINNING
WITH 1 AS HIGHEST.)

DTVELOPMENT OF BASIC SKILLS
(CIRCLE ALL RANK
THAT APPLY) ORDER

Language skills 1

Math skills 2
Study skills 3

Basic manipulative skills for laboratory work 4

Counseling on their need for basic skills 5

OTHER NEEDS

Advanced courses 6

Honors courses 7

Opportunities for practical experience 8

Counseling for careers 9

Courses offered more frequertly than once a yea. 10
Restructring of courses and/or laboratory prac;:es

for use of non-traditional instructional methods . 11
Supplementary learning materials 12
Increased access to college resources!
Library/learning resources
Laboratories 14
Faculty 15

14. What methods does this college use to encourage
following student groups in science and technology?

the enrollment of the
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

women Minorities Handicapped

Recruitment directed toward the groups . . . . 1 I 1

Special courses 2 2 2

Faculty sensitive to the needs of the group. . 3 3 3

Institutional policies and procedures . . . . 4 4 4

Auxiliary personnel trained to assist . . . . 5 5 5

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6 6

Nothing special 7

lc Has the college provided for physical access of handicapped students to science
and technology classes?

(CIRCLE ONE)

Completely
Partially
Not at all 3

16. How many
to gain

QUESTIONS 16 THROUGH 19 REFER TO THE PLANNING PROCESS

FOR NEW COURSES AND PROGRAMS ON THIS CAMPUS.

program

months

months does It us,.4aZI take a pr,,posal for
approval through the college le,!ol (Including

A new course

a new course
Board of Trustees)?

A new curricular program Months

17. Once approval for a new course or program is gained at the college level, how
many months does it take for any other approvals to

A new course

be ol,tained?

months

A new curricular program monthr,

18. After gaining necessary approvals, how many months does ii usually take
before students are enrolled in the first class?

A new course
--

Menthn

A new curricular program Months

E -11162



INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

19. List the programs or curricula in science and technology not now offered on
this campus for which a need has been identified in your casTiUnity. Also

indicate status of plans for introducing the prosram. (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH

PROGRAM)
r-ans are

Definite anticipated
plans or under No plans

.?E2SLIS
exist development anticipated

1. 1 3

2. 1 1 3

3. 1 2 3

. I 2 3

QUESTIONS 20 THORUGH 22 ARE CONCERNED WITH PRACTICES AND

PROBLEMS OF ARTICULATION WITH FOUR-YEAR OR UPPER DIVISION INSTITUTIONS.

20. Does this college CW1113 have formal arrangements with four-year colleges and/

or universities for the transaFFreredits?
(CIRCLE ONE)

Yes
No 2

21. Rank the following potential articulation problems for students transferring

to four year institutions from this college
campus (BEGIN WITH I AS MOST

IMPORTANT; IF AN ITEM IS NOT A PROBLEM, ENTER ZERO FOR THE ITEM):
RANK

Receiving institution does not accept our courses
( )

Receiving institution accepts our courses but will not

credit them toward major requirements
( )

Receiving institution considers our courses upper division ( )

Receiving institution considers our courses remedial ( )

Other (SPECIFY)

22. Are courses in technology causing
articulation pro'.Los different from those

for science?
(CIRCLE ONE)

Yes
1

No
2

If yes, please specify reasons:

IQUESTIONS 23 AND 24 REQUEST INFORMATION ABOUT THIS COLLEGE CJ1)7J:71;-1

23. Which of the following best describes this college campus? Is it:

(CIRCLE ONE)

Part of a state system of two-year colleges 1

Part of a university system
2

Part of a local or regional multi-campus system 3

Not affiliated with any other college campus 4

24. What was the total enrollment :full-time plus
part-time) for this campus for

the Fall session of 1978? (CIRCLE ONE)

less thAn 500 1

- 1,499 2

1,500 - 2,499 3

2,500 - 4.999 4

8,000 - 7,499 5

7,500 - 15,000 6

over 15,000 7



25.

INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

What sources were used to supply information or this questionnaire?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Records of departmental requests 1

College office of institutional research 2

College budget requests . . 3

Planning documents 4

College self-study report 5

Accreditation team report 6

Generally accepted professional standards 7

State-recommended standards 8

Access to other records not mentioned above 9

Internal suggestion now being evaluated 10

External suggestion now being evaluated 11

Consultation with department chairperson 12

Consultation with department faculty 13

Consultation with knowledgeable administrative staff 14

Professional judgement of person responsible for this questionnaire . .15

164
E-13



ATTACHMENT 1

EDUCATIONAL FIELDS

Please use this classification to respond to Questions 1 and 2 of obis question-
naire.

Where the general fields have been divided into finer categories, please use the
categories as much as possible. When no applicable category is given, use the
broader classification.

CODE FIELD CODE FIELD

010

020

021
022
023
024

025

030

040

050

060

070

C80

081
082
083
084

090

091
092
093
094

095
096

Agriculture and National
Resources

Biological Sciences

Botany
Ecology
Microbiology
Physiology and Human
Anatomy

Zoology

Computer and Information
Sciences

Engineering

General Science and Interdisci-
plinary Sciences

Mathematics

Nursing

Physical Sciences

Astronomy
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Physics

Social Sciences

Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Political Science

(Government)
Psychology
Sociology

100

101

102
1C3

104
105
106

107
108

109

110
111

112

113

114
115
116

120

121

122
123

124

125
126
127
128

Mechanical, Engineering, and
Natural Science Technologies

Aeronautical and Aviation
Technologies

Agricultural Technologies
Architectural Drafting
Technologies

Chemical Technologies
Civil Technologies
Electromechanical Tech-
nologies

Electronic Technologies
Forestry and Wildlife

Technologies
Home Economics Technolo-
gies

Industrial Technologies
Instrumentation Technolo-

gie s
Laboratory Technologies

(General)
Marine and Oceanographic

Technologies
Mechanical Technologies
Nuclear Technologies
Textile Technologies

Health Related Occupations

Clinical Laboratory
Services

Dental Services
Dietetic and Nutritional

Services
Medical Instrumentation and
Machine Operation

Mental Health
Nursing Related Services
Radiological Services
Other Health Related

Occupations

/.65
E-15



FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

National Science Educatior
Survey

April 19 79

Your Academic Rank

E -17

166



LQUESTIONS 4 THROUGH 12 REQUEST BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT YOU I

FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How many
first day

QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 3 RZFEP TEE COURSE SECTION

IDENTIFIED ON THE FRONT QUESTIONNAIRE

for thestudents were officially regstered for this class
of classes?

section

NUMBER

2. How many students are currently registered in this class section?

NUMBER

3. Indicate all the items which describe this course.
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Parallel or equivalent to a lower division college
level course at transfer institutions

1

For transfer students majoring in one of the natural

resources fields (e.g., agriculture, forestry or an

allied health field (e.g., nursing, dental .!lygaene)

For transfer students majoring in one of ?hysical

or biological sciences, engineering, mathematics, or
the health sciences (e.g., pre-medicine, pre-dentistry) 3

For transfer students majoring in a non-science
area (e.g., arts, humanities, history)

For transfer students majoring in social sciences 5

For occupational students in a science technology or
engineering technology area

6

For occupational students in an allied health area 7

For continuing education or personal upgrading of

adult students
8

A high school make-up or remedial course
9

A general education course for non-transfer and

non-occupational students
10

Other (specify)

4. What is your sex?

S. How old were you on your last birthday?

11

(CIRCLE or ,

Male 1

Female 2

(CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 25 1

26 - 29 2

30 - 39 3

40 - 49 4

50 - 59 5

60 and over 6



FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

6. Please indicate your earned degrees, the year the degree was Awarded.
and the major field of the degree. (REFER TO ATTACHMENT 1F FOR
CLASSIFICATION OF FIELDS AND ENTER CODES BELOW.)

DEGREE

Major field
(CODE FROM Calendar year

ATTACHMENT IF) degree awarded

Doctorate (including PhD, EdD and MD). 19

Master's degree 19___ ---

Bachelor's degree 19

Associate degree 19__-

No earned degree 19

Other earned degrees (SPECIFY)

19

?. What additional formal study have you undertaken for which a degree was
not awarded? (REFER TO ATTACHMENT IF AND ENTER APPROPRIATE FIELD CODE.
IF NONE. ENTER ZEROS BELOW.)

Field (2) Field (2)

QUESTIONS S AND 9 REQUEST INFORMATION ON YEARS OF TEACHING

EXPERIENCE. FOR FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME TEACHING USE THE

DEFINITIONS IN EFFECT AT THE INSTITUTION WHERE YOU WERE TEACHING.

8. Indicate below the total number of years you have been teaching.

Total rears

9. Of the total years you have been teaching, indicate below the number of

years you were primarily teaching full-time and the number of years you
were primarily teaching part-time st the following levels.

Primarily
full-time

Two-year college

Four-year college or university

F; e- college

Primarily
part-time

Years teaching full-time plus years teaching part-time should equal
the total number of years indicated in 4.8.

10. How many years of non-teaching employment experience have you had in the

field in which you are currently teaching? (ROUND TO THE NEAREST FULL

YEAR. IF NONE, ENTER ZEROS BELOW)

Years

11. What is your present teaching status at this college campus? (CIRCLE ONE)

Full-time 1

Part-time 2

12. In addition to your teaching responsibilities, what other positions do you

hold at this college campus? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Department or division chairperson
Dean or associate/assistant dean 2

Other type of administrator 3

Counselor 4

No other position held 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6

E-19
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONS 13 THROUGH 15 ARE CONCERNED WITH YOUR TEACHING AND RELATED

RESPONSIBILITIES AT THIS COLLEGE, AS WELL AS OTHER PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES.

13. Please enter below the requested iniormation on each course you are now
teaching at this college as part of your regular load (as defined by your
college). Each section of each course should be entered separately.
Laboratory sections should be listed separately from lecture and discus-
sion sections if held at different times. !RECORD OVERLOAD IN QUESTION 14.)

[
I Is course Are thereIdesigned substantial

Number
for

transfer
portions of
this ,:curse

of Average number of hours credit to for which you
stu- spent per week Number a 4-year feel you could
dents of college? be more

Class- Labors-cur- adequately
Course rently room tory for prepared?

catalogue regis- teach- teach- this (CIRCLE ONE , (CIRCLE ONE
numner tered ing ing Other* Total course NUMBER) NUMBER)

Yes No Yes
I

No

1 2 1
i

2

1 2 ' 2

2 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

I

1 2 1 2

Include studs: contact time, preparing class and laboratory material, correct-4
papers, grading students, and advising students.

14. For courses and course sections you are carrying at this college as an over-
load (as defined by your college) please show the same information as in
Question 13

(IF NO OVERLOAD, CIRCLE HERE)

Are there
substantial

Is course portions of
Number designed this course

of Average number of hours for for which you
stu- spent per week Number transfer feel you could
dents of credit to be more

Class- Labora-1cur- credits a 4-year adequately
Course rently room tory for college? prepared?

catalogue regis- teach- teach- this (CIRCLE ONE (CIRCLE ONE

number tered ing ing lOther* 'Total course NUMBER) NUMBER)

Yes No Yes No

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 I 2 1 2

1 2 1

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 2

*Include student contact time, preparing class and laboratory material, correcting
papers, grading students, and advising students.

E -20
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION 15 ASKS ABOUT ACTIVITIES THAT ARE A FUNCTION

OF YOUR POSITION AT THIS COLLEGE.

QUESTION 16 ASKS ABOUT ACTIVITIES THAT ARE NOT a FUNC-

TION OF YOUR POSITION AT THIS COLLEGE.

15. Please indicate the number of our you usually spend each week on tn.! follow-
ing activities (MAKE AN ENTRY ON EACH LINE; ENTER ZERO IF NONE FOR THAT
ACTIVITY):

Number
Professional activities that are a function of your position at the i of
col/eg^: hours

Classroom teaching, laboratory or shop (including preparation time),
and other related classroom duties (including student contact time,
preparing class materi.,1, correcting papers, and grading students)

Administrative duties (including departmental administrative work,
record keeping, preparing reports, faculty meetings, committee work)

Performance and admintstration of research or development projects
(including instructional projects)

Professional reading (e.g., journals, new texts)

Other college activities (e.g., advising students, advising .tudent
clubs)

(SPECIFY)

SUM OF ACTIVITIES

1E Please indicate the number of hours you usually spend each week on the follow -
inc, activities that are not a function of your position at this college.
(MA', AN ENTRY ON EACH LINE) ENTER ZERO IF NONE FOR ThAT ACTIVITY):

Professional activities that are not a function of your position at
this college:

Number
1 of

hours

Adjunct teaching at this college, including other campuses

Teaching at another educational institution:

Two-year college

Four-year college

High school

Other

---

Working toward an advanced degree

Research at another educational institution other than for an
advanced degree

Paid employment or consultation in a professional capacity in
inJustry, government, or nonprofit organizations

I

Self-employment, professional activities (e.g., consulting, editing,
or writing)

Activities connected with professional associations

Other professional activities (SPECIFY)

SUM OF ACTIVITIES

QUESTIONS 17 THROUGH 23 ASK ABOUT YOUR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION SINCE YOU FIRST STARTED TEACH/NC,

AND YOUR NEEDS FOR FURTHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

17. Have you been a participant in one or more National Science Foundation
institutes or other programs sponsored by NSF? C/RCLE ONE)

Yee 1

No (SKIP TO 0.19) 2



FACULTY CZESTIONNA/RE

IS. If you answered YES to Question 17, please complete the table below,

separately for those in which you participated prior to 1970 and since 1970.

Type of NSF program in which
you participated

Year of
participation

For programs since
1970: circle

here if a
substantial part

was in the field(s)
of your present

teaching assignment

Prior to
1970

Since
1970

(CIRCLE ONE)

Summer institute 1 2 1

Academic year institute (full-time) 2 2 2

In-service institute (part-time
during school year) 3 3 3

Science faculty fellowship 4 4 4

Chautauqua conference 5 5 5

Other (SPECIFY)

6 6 6

19. Since 1970, have you participated in professional development programs or

activities not supported by the National Science Foundation? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes I

No (SKIP TO Q.21) 2

20. If you answered YES to question 19, please complete the table below.

Type of non-NSF program

Circle the
type (s) of
program in
which you

participated

Circle here if a sub-
stantial part of this
program was in the

field of your current
teaching assignment

Institutes or extended conferences
sponsored by a federal agency other

than NSF

17:stitutes or extended conferences
sponsored by industry or a private
foundation

1

2

1

2

Institutes or extended conferences
sponsored by professional associa-
tions or other scholarly groups . .

3 3

Formal course work at a college or
university independent of outside
sponsorship

4 4

Self-study courses
5 5

Practical work experience in a
relevant field

6 6

Other (SPECIFY)

7 7

21. For your current teaching assignment, are there areas or topics in science

or applied science in which you feel the need for further professional

development? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes
1.

No (SKIP TO Q. 24) 2



FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

22. List the programs you feel you need for your professional development.

Programs needed for
professional development

Does a program
exist that meets

this need?

If a program exists,
are you planning to

take it within
the next year

or two?

Yes No
(CIRCLE ONE)

Yes No Uncertain
(CIRCLE ONE)

A. 1 2 1 2 3

B. 1 2 2 3

C. 2 1 2 3

D. 1 2 1 2

E.
2 1 2 3

23. If in Question 22 above, you answerea E9 or Uncertain to any of the programs
you listed, what are your reasons for tot planning to take this program in
the next year or two? (INDICATE REASONS BELOW FOR EACH PROGRAM AS LETTERED
FOR QUESTION 22.)

(CIRCLE

Programs needed for
professional
development

ALL THAT APPLY)
REASONS A B C 0

Intend to take an alternative education program
. . 1 1 1 1

Quality of program is unsatisfactory 2 2 2 2 2

Program being offered too far away 3 3 3 3 3

Personal cost to me would be too great 4 4 4 4 4

My schedule will be too full

my college schedule or my other responsibilities
conflict with the hours the program is offered . .

5

6

5

6

5

6

5

6

5

6

The college would not allow release or compensatory
time to attend 7 7 7 7

Other (SPECIFY) 8 8 8 8 8

QUESTIONS 24 - 26 DEAL WITH STUDENT NEEDS

24. The following have frequently been identified as needs of students in two-year
colleges. Ileutify those student needs that are of particular concern on this
campus. :FUNK WDEF THE CIRCLED ITEMS ACCORDING TO THEIR PRIORITY, BEGINNING
WITH 1 AS HIGHES7'.)

DEVELOPMENT OF aRsrc SKILLS
(CIRCLE ALL RANK
THAT APPLY) ORDER

Langi:..ge skills 1
Math .k' is 2
Study skills 3
Basic manipuletive skills for laboratory work 4
Counseling .-.n their need for basic ?kills .

OTHER NEEDS

eZvanced courses
Honors courses 7

Opportunities for practical experrenc
Counseling for careers 9
Courses offered more frequently than once a year 10
Restructuring of courses and/or laboratory practices
for use of non-traditional instructional methods . . 11

Supplementary learning materials 12
Increased access to college resources:
Library/learning resources 13
Laboratories 14
Fa-ulty 15

E-23
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

25. What does this college do to encourage the enrollment of the following
student groups in science and technology?

WOMEN I MINORITIES I HANDICAPPED
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Recruitment directed toward the groups . . . . 1 1 -

Special courses 2 2 2

Faculty sensitive to the needs of the group. 3 3 3

Institutional policies and procedures 4 4 4

Auxiliary personnel trained to assist 5 5 5

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6 6

26. Has the college provided for physical access of handicapped students to
science and technology classes?

(CIRCLE ONE

Completely
Partially
Not at all

1
WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE ROLE . THE FACULTY IN THE

EDUCATIONAL PL,NNING PROCESS AT THIS COLLEGE. QUESTIONS 27

THROUGH 30 REFER TO THE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THIS PROCESS.

27. In general, for individual courses on this campus, what degree of responsibility
does a member of the full -tie faculty have for the following planning elements?

Degree of Responsibility
Unable

None Complete to answer
(CIRCLE THE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ELEMENT)

Designing course outline, goals. 1 2 3 4

Developing syllabus 1 2 3 4 5

Selecting text, or electing to have
no text 1 2 3 4 5

Designing or choosing laboratory
exercises 1 2 3 4 5

Choosing own teaching methods . 1 2 .J 4 5

Selecting science equipment for
demonstrations and lab 1 2 3 4

Developing budgets 1 2 3 4

5 6

6

6

6

5 6

5 6

28. Rave you participated in the planning of an individual course in this college?

(CIRCLE ONE)

Yes 1

No 2

29. In general, for a curriclar _program, as opposed to an individual course, what
degree of responsibility does a member of the full-time faculty on this campus
have for the following planning elements?

Degre.,, of Responsibility
Unable

None Complete to answer
(CIRCLE THE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ELEMENT)

Determining need for program 1 2 3 4 5 6

Preparing cost estimates 1 2 3 4 5 6

Outlining goals, defining student
skills and educational outcomes . . 1 2 3 4 5 6

Outlining program structure 1 2 3 4 5 6

30. Have you participated in planning a curricular program in this college?
(CIRCLE ONE'

Yes 1

No 2

E-24



FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONS 31 AND 32 ARE CONCERNED WITH THE USE OF PART-TIME

FACULTY IN THE FIELD IN WHICH YOU ARE TEACHING.

31. What is the approximate percent of course sections taught by part-time
fact.:-y on this campus in your teaching field(s)?

(CIRCLE ONE)

0 - 9

10 - 19 2

20 - 29 3

30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69 7

70 - 79 8

80 - 89 9

90 - 100 10

32. Haw do you feel about the proportion of course sections taught by part-time
faculty on this campus in your teaching field(s)?

Too Abcut
high right

(CIRCLE ONE)

1 2 3 4 5

Too
low

QUESTIONS 33 AND 34 ASK FOR YOUR ASSESSMENT OF THE

Ni'....S IN SCIENCE EDUCATION-AT THIS COLLEGE.

33. Rate the institutional characteristics listed below in terms of their adequacy
to support the science course(s) that you are teaching at this campus.

(CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC)

Institutional characteristics
Totally Does
inade- Ade- Excel- not
quate quate lent apply

1. Cpurse structure 1 2

2. Classroom/lecture facilities . . 1 2

3. Class preparation areas 1 2

4. Lecture-demonstration facilities 1 2

5. Laboratory facilities (SPACE) . 1 2

6.

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

S

3

S

6

6

6

6

6

Laboratory apparRtu: and
equipment 1 2 3 4 5 6

7. Budget for labcratory equipment
and supplies 2 2 3 4 ,-, 6

8. Laboratory usage 1 2 3 4 5 6

9. Instructional technicians (labora-
tory aides) -- quantity 1 2 3 4 E. 6

10. Instructional technicians (labora-
tory aides) -- qu.lity 1 2 3 4 5 6

11. Availability of teaching aids
(films, other media) 1 2 3 4 5 6

12. Size of classes 2 3 4 5 6

13. Prior preparation of students. 1 2 .1 4 S t,

14. Clerical support I 1 2 3 4 5 6

15. Library 2 3 4 5 E

16. Availability of professional
jou7nals 1 2 3 4 5 6

17. Opportunities of professional
growth 2 3 4 5 6

18. Teaching environment 2 3 4 5 6

19. Articulation with transfer insti-
tutions policies on transfer of
credits in my teach:r.g field(s). . 1 2 3 4 5 6

E -251
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

34. Of the institutional characteristics that you indicate,i in Question 33 as
reading improvement, select the three which you conside:: as having top

priority and enter the corresponding characteristic number below.

Characteristic
number

First priority. .

Second priority .

Third priority. . .

E-26



ATTACHMENT 1F

EDUCATIONAL FIELDS

Please use this classification to respond to Questions 6 and 7 of this questionnaire.

Where the general fields have been divided into finer categories, please use the finer
categories as much as possible. When no applicable category is given, use the general
field.

CODE FIELD CODE FIELD

010

020

021
022
023
024

025

030

040

050

060

070

X80

081
082
083
084

090

091
092
093
094

095
096

Agriculture and National
Resources

Biological Sciences

Botany
Ecology
Microbiology
Physiology and Human
Anatomy

Zoology

Computer and Information
Sciences

Engineering

General Science and Interdisci-
plinary Sciences

Mathematics

Nursing

Physical Sciences

Astronomy
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Physics

Social Sciences

Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Political Science

(Government)
Psychology
Sociology

100

101

102
103

104
105
106

107
108

109

110
111

112

113

114
115
116

120

121
122
123

124

125
126
127
128

Mechanical, Engineering, and
Natural Science Technologies

Aeronautical and Aviation
Technologies

Agricultural Technologies
Architectural Drafting

Technologies
Chemical Technologies
Civil Technologies
Electromechanical Tech-

nologies
Electronic Technologies
Forestry and Wildlife

Technologies
Home Economics Technolo-

gies
Industrial Technologies
Instrumentation Technolo-
gies

Laboratory Technologies
(General)

Marine and Oceanographic
Technologies

Mechanical Technologies
Nuclear Technologies
Textile Technologies

Health Related Occupations

Clinical Laboratory Services
Dental Services
Dietetic and Nutritional
Services

Medical In,..-_:.,entation and
Machine

Mental He.
Nursing Related Services
Radiological Services
Other Health Related Occu-

200

200

pations

Education

Other Non-Science or Professional
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QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH OME PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT
YOU. THIS INFORMATIOb TIRE TO THIS STUDY BECAUSE STUDENTS
WITH DIFFERENT BACKGROUN- ...,TEN HAVE DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL GOALS
AND NEEDS. FOR EXAMPLE, VERY LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE CHOICES
MADE BY STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT AGE AND ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS.

1. What is your sex' (CIRCLE ONE)

Male 1

Female 2

2. How old were you on your last birthday' (CIRCLE ONE)

Less than 18 1

18-19 2

2U-21 3

22-25 4

26-29 5

30-44 6

45-59 7

60 and over 8

3. To which of the following groups do you consider you belong? (CIRCLE ONE)

American Indian or Alaskan Native 1

Asian or Pacific Islander 2

Black (except Hispanic) 3

White (except Hispanic) 4

Hispanic 5

Other (SPOCIFY)

QUESTIONS 4 THROUGH 14 SEES INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND

I
EMPLOYMENT STAT%,.

'ave -ou earned either a high school diploma or a high school equivalency
,'oma? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes (SNIP TO Q.6) . . .

No

5. :f your answer to Question 4 was NO, are you still in high school? (CIRCIE ONE)

Yes
No 2

6. Do you already have a college degree? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes (SKIP TO Q.8) 1

No 2

7. Before attending this college (Did you atte-A one or more colleges without
obtaining a degree or a certificate? ( CIRCLE ONE)

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO 0.10) 2

8. If ..ou answeredI YES to Question 7, what kind of college(s) did you attend?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPL1')

Two-year college 1

Pour-year college or university . . . 2

9. :s your present. educational program or curriculum the same as it was at your
previous college(s)? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yra
tiv

E--31
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STUDENT QUESTION0i.IRE

10. In what year did you first enroll in this college? (ENTER LAST TWO DIGITS or

YEAR)

19

11. Are you a full-time or part-time student, in terms of the
you are taking this s,ster or quarter?

number of credits
(CIRCLE C;NE)

Full-time
Part-time 2

12. many credits are you currently taking?

Credits

13. Are you employed?
(CIRCLE ONE)

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO 0.16) 2

14. If you are employed, how many hours a week do you ,,,rk on the average?

iours

QUESTIONS 15 THROUGH 18 SEEK INFORMATION ON YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND

CAREER PLANS.

15. What is your career objective? (SPECIFY, FOR EXAMPLE: NURSE, COMPUTER PRO-

G"AMMER, ENGINEER. IF 'NONE' OR UNDECIDED, ENTER 'NONE' BELOW)

16. Please indicate ytir most important educational purpose for attending this
college when you . rst enrolled. (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN COLUMN A)

Then indicate i&a. you now consider your most important educational Irpor.e.

(CIRCLE ON2 NUNBF: IN COLUMN s)

Educational Purpose

0:iginal
purpose

(COLUMN A,

Present
purpose

(COLUMN B)

Obtain associate degree and then transfer to a
four-year college or university 1 1

Take some college level courses and transfer
to a four-year college or university without

2 2obtaining associate degree

Obtain associate degree and #'Nen find employ-
ment, with no immediate plat '- transfer to
a four-year college or univ . 3 3

Obtain certificate to upgrade or improve skills 4 4

Obtain training in a special program 5 5

Take one or more courses of special interest. . 6 6

Try colleTz to see if I like it 7 7

Other educational purpose (SPECIFY)

17. .n addition to pure:y educational purposes, what o:ter reasons caused you to
select this college? (CIRCLE ALL THAT A??LY)

Lower costs than oth colleges . . . 1

Convenient location 2

Courses meet at convenient times. . . 3

Reputation of college 4

Other (SPECIFY)



id. Indicate in Column A any degrees which you have previously earneo and indicate
in Column B the highest degree you Intend to seek during your lifetime, (CIRCLE
ALL THAT APPLY FOR COLUMN A AND CIRCLE ONLY ONE rOR COLUMN 8)

Degrees

Associate degree
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate degree (r(.searzh
Doctorate degree (clinical
DVM, Other)

More
Uncertain

Degrees
earned

(COLUMN

Highest
degree to
be sought

A) (COLUMN B)

1 1

2 2
'1, 3

and teaching:
practice: KD,

PhD,
DOS,

EdD) 4

5

4

5
6 6

7

QUESTIONS 19 THROUGH 2? REQUEST INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR COURSE OF STUDY

19. What is your major field of study? (INCLUDE A SPECIFIC MAJOR SUCH AS ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY OR ART EDUCATION. DO NOT ENTER GENERAL FIELDS SUCH AS LIBERAL ARTS
OR GENERAL RDCCATION. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A MAJOR THEN ENTER "NONE' AND GO
TO Q.20.)

20. I do not have a major fi,,d because iC7RCLE ALL THAT APPLY):

(SKIP TO 0.21
IF YOU QQ HAVE
A MAJOR)

I have not yet decided on a major 1

I am not following a prescribed course of study 2
Other (SPECIFY)

21. What is your primazy reason for enrolling in this 31rticular cour
(CIRCLE ONE)

It is required fon my major (t1' in 0.19) 1

It is required as part of my genera: program of studies (e.g.,
for a liberal art; or general education program 2

It is an elective for my major or general program of studies 3

It is not part of my formal program. I am taking it for
personal interest 4

Other (SPECIFY)

22. Please indicate how many separate courses in the sciences you are currently
enrolled in (this quarter or semester) for each of the following field(s).

Include the course in which you received this questionnaire.

Educational field

Agriculture and natural resour-es

Biological sciences

Computer and infor-itian sciences

Engineering

Health sciences (e.g., nursing, rdriological technology,.

Mathematics

Physical sciences ,e.g., chemistry, physics)

Interdisciplinary and general science

Social sciences (e.g., anthropology, economics,
psychology do not include history)

r-C)-(3ESTIONS 23 THROUGH 26 ASK ABOUT YOUR EVALUTIONS OF THIS COURSE 1

23. mow do you rate the quality of instruction in this SCience course?

"3mber ot
courses

(CI^CLE ONE)

Excelled,
Above average 2

Average 3

Below average 4

.vor 5
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

24. Now ..!.11 does what is being taugh't in this course meet your educational n..eds?
(C:HCLE ONE)

Completely 1

Almost completely 2

About half way 3

Relatively little 4

Not at all 5

Uncertain

25. Would you recommend this science course ,the one in which you received this
questionnaire) to a friend? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes
No 2

Uncertain

26. What new courses in science, math, engineering, or technology would you like
to see this college offer that are not being offered now (IF NONE THEN ENTER
*NONE' BELOW)?

IF YOU ARE NOT MAJORING IN ONE OF THE SCIENCES, SOCIAL SCIENCES, MATH,
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, STOP HERE. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED
ALL QUESTIONS. PLACE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE, SEAL
THE ENVELOPE, AND RETURN IT TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSIST-

ANCE IN THIS STUDY.

IP YOU ARE MAJORING IN ONE OP THE SCIENCE FIELDS, PLEASE CONTINUE WITH

QUESTIONS -7-30. THEfv. QUESTIONS ASK YOU TO CONSIDER HOW SATISFIED YOU
ARE WITS THE PROGRAM IN SCIENCE EDUCATION THAT YOU ARE TAKING AT THIS

COLLEGE.

27. Below are some important characteristics of the science program of this
college. Rate how satisfied you are with each characteristic, using a

code of 1 for totally dissatisfied and 5 for totally satisfied.

If you have no experience with a characteristic on which to base a
rating, circle the number 6 for n^ rating possible. (CIRCLE THE
APPROPRIATE NUMBER ON EACH LINE):

Ch racteristics

Totally
dis-

satisfied

Totally
satis-
fied

No
rating
pos-
sible

Curriculum structure (set of
courses require,: for your pro-
gram of study) ..... . . . 2 3 4 6

Curriculum advising 1 2 3 4 5 6

College facilities for science:

Classrocms 1 2 3 4 5 6

Lecture halls 1 2 , 4 5 6

Laboratory space 1 2 3 4 5 6

Laboratory equipment . . 2 3 4 5 6

Scheduling of science courses
(time of day, day of week). . 1 2 3 4 5 6

Size of classes in science. . I 2 3 4 5 6

Library 1 2 3 4 5 6

Audio-visual materials 1 2 3 4 5 6

Other (,PECIKY) 1 2 3 4 5 6



STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

28. As a person major.ng in one of the science fields, how much do you believe the
science program in whicol you are enrolled meets your educational needs?

(CIRCLE ONE)

Completely
Almost completely 2

About half way . . 3

Relatively little 4

Not at all 5

29. What improvements do you feel :Alould be made in tn science education program
you are receiving at this college to more completely meet your needs?

30. Would you recommend the educational program or major field in which you are
enrolled to a friend? (CIRCLE ONE)

Yes
No 2

Uncertain 3

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL QUESTIONS. PLACE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE, SEAL THE ENVELOPE, AND RETURN IT TO YOUR
INSTRUCTOR. THANK YOU FOR YOUR AoSISTANCE IN THIS STUDY.

E-35
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APPENDIX F

WEIGHTING PROCEDURES

In order to develop a weighting system for the survey,

it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the units of

analysis of the study, and also of the populations they are

intended to represent. Some rather unuslial complexities are

involved in defining the populations.

There are three separate units of analysis: the

colleges, teachers, and students. TI--2 probabilities of selection

are different for all three, although there are some interactions.

Colleges

The population of colleges is simply all colleges in

the sampling frame. The weight for a school is thus the recipro-

cal of its probability of selecticri, together with an adjustment

for nonresponse. The simplest, and pL'obably best, adjustment for

nonresporse is to treat the respondents as if they were the full

sample. The weight in a cell is then N/n, where n is respondents.

(Equal probability selection was used within ce'ls.) To keep

waights from being erratic, cells with nc cases, and sometimes

with only one or two cases, were collapsed. The collapsing

patterns should attempt to group cells where approximately the

same initial sampling rates were used.

The resulting weights are shown in the last column of

Table F-1 (see page F-8). The other columns show the original

weight, the population and respondent sizes, and the way strata

were grouped for collapsing.

F-3
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There are two sets of weights for colleges. Since 164

colleges completed the institutional questionnaire, while 168

colleges returned usable results for faculty and student ques-

tionnaixes, the sample waights must reflect ::Prase different

numbers in order for them to extend to the nopulation of 1,232

colleges. The two sets of weights are shown in Table F-1 under

columns for 168 and 164 institutions, applyin3 respectively to

all analyses for student a. 1. faculty questionnaires EJ for

institutional questionnaire results.

The cells used fox wLighting should reflect the classi-

fications established for sampling purposes. Even if information

obtained for a sample school indicated that was classified

in a wrong cell (e.g., the true number of students may be dif-

ferent from the number anticipated), the weight should still be

based on the original classification, although analytic tabula-

tions can reflect the true situation.

Teachers

There are apparently two kinds of populations that

an be considered for the analysis of the data. One is all

teachers of science. The second is the set of teachers in

specific fields. The total of teachers in the five fields is

not exactly equal to the total number of teachers because some

teachers instruct classes in diff.1.-rent fields. For statistical

purposes, teachers with classes in more than one field hould

be considered as teaching in each of the fields separately. For

analyses of science teachers as a whole, the duplication should

be eliminated.

However, experience has proved that the amount of

duplication is trivial, and we have derided to ignore it.



For anallisis of sepa-ate fields, each field is considered

z: separate population. The probability of selection of a particu-

lar teacher depends on the number of sections in that field he or

she tea -es and on the probability of one of the sections being

selected within his or her school.

The probability of a section in a particular school

being selected can be derived as follows. Initial sampling rates

were developed to provide a self-weighting sample of classes in

each field. These rates were based on an assumed population of

1,353 institutions and a sample of 186 respondents. Those rates

are:

Rate

1 Life sciences 1/241
2 Physical sciences 1/136
3 - Technology 1/122
4 Mathematics 1/113
5 - Social science 1/273

Subsequently, three changes occurred in the composition

of the population and sample that affected the effective sampling

rates: 1) the number of institutions in the population was re-

duced from 1,353 to 1,232; 2) the number of responding institu-

tions was reduced to 168; and 3) some of the teachers selected

for the sample did not cooperate. The joint effect of the first

two c: these changes is reflected in the changes in weights

shown in Table F-1. The effect of the thlrd is to effectively

reduce the sampling rate in a field by a factor of 1-R, where R

is the teacher response rate for the field.

The following notation is used:

the field of science;

the stratum;

F-5
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ij =

NW. =

OWi =

Sh
=

Rh
=

mhij
=

th.

the 3 teacher in a schocl in the ith

stratum;

new weight in the ith stratum;

old weight in the ith stratum;

initial overall sampling rate in hth field;

teacher response rate in the h
th field;

.

number of classes taught by the 3
th teacher

in the ith stratum, in field h.

Then the effective sampling rate fr'r a class in the h
th field,

in the i
th stratum is

OW.
rhi = Sh x R177 x Rh

i

(1)

It should be noted that Rh is to be measured by having the selected

.teachers within the 168 sample schools in the denominator, not the

original 186 schools. (The reduction from 186 to 168 is reflected

in the change of old to new weights.) The numerator of Rh is the

number of responding teachers.

The probability of a particular teacher being selected

is mhij
times the probability of a class. It is therefore

OW.

PhiiminhiiNSI1x1W-1311
(2)

Each teacher has the possibility of a different proba-

bility of selection. The teacher's weight is tl:e reciprocal of

..he probability of selection.

In calculating the probabilities, the values of Sh are

shown above (e.g., 1/241, 1/136, etc.), and the old and new

weights are shown in Table F-1. Th values of Rh were calculated.

F-6 I



All of these values were fed into the computer. The value of

mhij
was obtained from the questionnaire for each teacher; it is

the number of courses taught in the field.

Students

As in the case of teachers, two populations of students

exist. One is the set of students -Lakin courses in a particular

field. The second consists of students taking any courses in

science. However, unlike the situation for teachers, it is be

lieved that considerable duplication exists among fields. Con-

sequently, it is necessary to have two separate weighting methods.

First we consider weights for individual fields.

Student in a Particular Field -- The situation is quite

s-:filar to that of teachers, but with one additional component.

If
nhij

is the number or classes in the field a student is enrolled

±n, then the probability of one of his classes being selected is

OW.
rhij = Sh x x Rh (3)

where Rh is the proportion of the sample classes in the 168

schools in which students were actually sampled. To yet the

effective probability of selection, the sampling rate for students

within the Eample classes and the student response rate need to

he incorporated, as follows:

= sampling rate in the class selected for
the hijtn student;

student response rate in the hth



The probability of selection of a student is shown in (4). The

weight is the reciprocal of this expression.

OW.

hij
x n

Phij
t hij

S
h

x
NW.

x Rh x Rh (4)

The values of thij and nhij appear on the student and

faculty questionnaires. The values of Shand OWi and NWi are found

on p. 1-3 and in Table F-1, respectively. Rh x Rh is the overall

student response rate. It can be obtained as a single response

rate, or the two terms Rh and RI; may be obtained separately.

All Students Studying Science -- The probability of a

student having any of his or her science class selected is:

OW.
(hhi x S

h
x

1
NW.

x Rh

Given that a particular class is selected, the chance that the

student will be selected is thij. Also, the adjustment for

student response rate must be taken into account. The overall

probability is then

t

OW.

(nhij x Sh x x
hij hi3

x Rh R-h

The weight is the reciprocal of this probability.

(5)

(6)

InformulaW,theonly Nhij that is used is the number

of courses the student takes in the field in which he or she is

sampled. In formula (6), the number of classes in each of the

five fields is used



have:

Summary

ro summarize the methods of obtaining weights, we

1. Data for colleges weights are the figures in
the last two columns of Table F-1;

2. Data for teachers reciprocal of the formula in
(2);

3. Data for students where analysis is for students
taking courses in a specific field - reciprocal
of the formula in (4);

4. Data for students where analysis is for all
science students - reciprocal of the formula in
(6) .



Table F-1. Original and final weights for colleges

Stratum Original
weight

Popu-
lation
size

Number
of

respon-
dents

Collapsed
stratum
number

New
weight
(168)

New
weight
(164)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

-- 17 0 1

10.57 74 5 1 19.40 19.40

8.25 30 4 2 8.25 8.25

3.43 21 7 3 3.00 3.00

2.00 3 2 4 1.50 1.50

2.00 1 1 5 1.00 1.00

2.00 2 1 6 2.00 2.00

95.50 55 1 7 17.06 17.06

12.94 235 16 7 17.06 17.06

8.05 164 19 8 8.63 8.63

4.97 179 30 9 5.97 5.97

4.45 106 19 10 5.58 5.58

3.45 116 31 11 3.74 4.14

3.00 44 15 12 2.93 2.93

4 0 1 --

-- 2 0 1

3 0 2

-- 0 0 -

0 0 --

-- 0 0 --

0 0 -

17.83' 99 6 13 16.50 16.50

8.57 61 14 8.71 10.17

4.50 9 2 15 4.00 4.00

4.00 5 2 15 4.00 4.00

1 0 15

1 0 15

0 0


